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a very important and practical point to form the subject
of the biennially recurring lecture established by the

Ophthalmological Society in honour of one of its
founders and greatest benefactors, Sir William Bowman.
The illumination employed by Professor Snellen was that
of a gas flame under carefully regulated pressure which had
been passed over benzene and which possessed an illu-

minating power of from thirty to fifty candles at the dis-
tance of one metre. It was found that whilst after a certain

degree of intensity is reached, amounting to about fifty
metre candles, the unprotected eye is unable to recognise
any further increase of luminosity, a decrease as well as
changes in intensity are readily perceived. The nature of
the occupation which is followed by the person whose eyes
are under examination has, of course, an important bearing
on the amount of light required. Thus whilst the work of

compositors was found to be interfered with when the light
fell below fifteen metre candles, that of blacksmiths or

carpenters could still be continued with an illumination of
ten metre candles. The importance of securing good and
constant light in all examinations of the eyes in which their
powers are tested is evident from these investigations, and
we are indebted to Professor Snellen for the care and atten-
tion he has devoted to this subject and for the precision of
the results he has obtained.

THE MODERN DECORATION OF LADIES’ HATS.

SENTIMENT is a very variable quantity in the human mind:
some have none, many have too much, and a few possess a
mind evenly enough balanced not to be led away by an
abnormal enthusiasm and yet to protest against any unneces-
sary suffering which is inflicted on animals. The

correspondence which has taken place lately in the Times
has again brought before the public the sale of feathers
for ladies’ hats. The feathers of the osprey have been

specially mentioned, as it appears that the real article is often
sold as an artificial one, so that all qualms of the purchaser
may be set at rest. In such cases the buyer is scarcely to
-blame, but we ask those who are in the habit of buying these
ornaments to do without them if possible. We are told that
in order to obtain these particular plumes the parent birds
have to be killed during the breeding season and the result
is that all the young birds die of starvation. It is often
-difficult to realise suffering which is not seen, but we feel
sure that if the ladies who wear feathers only think of the
wholesale destruction of bird life which takes place they
will abstain from buying them in the future. So long as
there is a demand there will be a supply ; but once let the
practice "go out of fashion " and we shall cease to hear of
such cruelties as killing the old birds and leaving the young
to starve. 

__

WORD-DEAFNESS AND DEPRESSED FRACTURE.
IN the American Medical lVervs Dr. J. T. ];skridge records

a case in which mind-deafness and word-deafness were the
result of a blow on the head, followed by fracture of the skull
and subcortical hsemorrhage. The patient, aged twenty-three,
was a native of Bohemia, in which country he had lived
until he went to the United States at the age of thirteen.
After arriving there he attended school and spoke
English fluently. He was hit above the left ear

with either the butt of a revolver or with a coupling-pin
and fell to the ground. He was admitted to hospital a
few hours later in a dazed and confused condition,
but he answered questions in English slowly but intelli-

gently. The next morning he was able to give some

details of his injury, but in the afternoon he ceased
to be able to speak in English, and only uttered dis-
connected words and meaningless phrases in the Bohemian
dialect. It was at this stage that Dr. Eskridge first saw him.
His temperature was about 99&deg; F., the pulse was 60, and the

respiration was 18 and regular. There was no paralysis, the
reflexes were not materially altered, and the fundi oculorum
were normal. When spoken to he seemed to hear and
would answer in Bohemian or English, using words entirely
irrelevant, and he was apparently unable to recognise
objects. Operation was resorted to at once, the lesion being
supposed to be situated in the left temporo-sphenoidal lobe.
A depressed fracture was found with the bone lying against
these convolutions, but there was no extravasation of
blood and it was supposed that there was no other lesion.
The speech disturbance, however, did not improve. A
few days later general convulsions began. Dr. Parkhill
resolved to re-open the wound. The dura mater was exposed
and was found covered with recent exudation. This was

scraped away. Still the pulsation of the brain seemed
less than it should be and the brain substance was incised
and masses of dark, partially clotted blood were cleared

out. Improvement soon followed and the mind-deafness
soon disappeared. The word-deafness, however, remained
for at least three weeks longer, but ultimately recovery
was complete. One point is of interest-viz., that as

he recovered, his failure of memory for his Bohemian
mother tongue persisted longer than that for his acquired
English. During his delirious state he spoke almost exclu-
sively Bohemian, and as this began to subside English was
substituted. It was not until several days after recovery
appeared to be complete that he volunteered the informa-
tion concerning the difficulty experienced in thinking in his
mother tongue. But during the five years he had spent in
Colorado he had little or no occasion to speak Bohemian, and
in the previous years in the United States he had spoken
only Bohemian at home, and English at school and with his
playmates. Dr. Eskridge then explains the apparent pecu-
liarity. In his normal condition he could talk best in the

language which he used most-that language which he had
employed almost exclusively for a number of years. In his

, 

delirious state the cells reproduced the impressions made
upon them when they were most impressionable and Bohemian

I 

was the language employed. After this had passed off he
: 

was left weak, and voluntary recollection was best for those
, 

things with which he was most familiar at the time.

FENCING: AN ELECTRIC SCORER.

A GOOD many members of the profession interested in

fencing were present on Wednesday, the 24th ult., at the
fencing rooms of the veteran Mr. Bertrand, in Warwick-

street, to witness a competition which was decided by means
of the Electric "Umpire," the invention of Mr. Muirhead
Little, F.R.C.SEng. The object of the invention was to over-
come the well-known difficulty of judging hits. This diffi-

culty is so great and general that in Paris it is said that

disputes are the rule and not the exception in public com-
petitions. The end in view has been achieved by covering
the front of each jacket with fine copper or brass wire gauze
and connecting this with the adversary’s foil and an electric
bell (of the burglar alarm pattern) and battery in the same
circuit. It follows that when a hit is made the circuit is
closed and the bell rings and continues to ring until

stopped by the person in charge. A special arrange-
ment in each foil-handle provides that only a direct

point produces a ring. Two entirely electrically distinct
circuits are used, each including a bell, foil, and jacket;
flicks, or blows, or grazes produce no result. The bells

being of different tones and moreover placed on opposite
sides of the room, there is no difficulty in deciding who has
scored a hit, or in cases of almost simultaneous hits who

delivered the point first. By a very simple arrangement the
wires passing from the batteries to the combatants’ collars
are kept well out of the way however sudden may be their
movements of advance or retreat. Six selected amateurs
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competed for a pair of foils, and five bouts were fought. The
trial was completely successful and the spectators expressed
themselves as well pleased with the result. The well-known
swordsman Captain Hutton, who was present, congratulated
Mr. Little on the success of his invention and said in

thanking him for giving him and others the opportunity
of seeing it, that it would be of great value at such

competitions as the Royal Military Tournament, for the

best judges made mistakes, while the electric current
could not err. Captain Hutton afterwards tried the

apparatus on his own person in a bout with the foils, and
testified to the complete absence of any restraint on his
movements when using it. _

THE LATE DR. C. H. RALFE.

THE recent announcement of the retirement of Dr. Ralfe
from the acting staff of the London Hospital and of his
election to the office of consulting physician must have been
to many of his friends the first intimation that his health

was failing. For he was ever a strenuous worker and

devoted to his profession, and with him retirement from
hospital practice meant more than it frequently does. We

must defer till next week any adequate notice of his life, and
content ourselves to-day with an expression of our sorrow for
his death, which has deprived THE LANCET of one of its
best friends and contributors. It is fully twenty-five years
since Dr. Ralfe first commenced to write in this journal, and
many a valuable contribution in our leading columns, in
the reports of Commissions, and in literary reviews, came
from his pen. His published works, particularly the

monograph on Diseases of the Kidney-a department in
which he was an acknowledged authority-are sound and
scientific, whilst his full knowledge of chemistry enabled i
him to make many contributions to physiological and
pathological chemistry which are permanent acquisitions to
medicine. As an instance may be cited his study of Scurvy,
which originally appeared in THE LANCET, and was an
admirable exposition of the rationale of the blood changes
in that affection. In him we mourn a loyal and genial
colleague, and the profession loses one of its most devoted Imembers. 
i.

PROPOSED LUNACY REFORMS.

MR. CHARLES HENBANE has sent us a copy of a letter
which he has addressed to the Lord Chancellor and other
Ministers drawing their attention to reforms in lunacy
administration which are desirable. He first of all advocates
the re-organisation and strengthening of the Lunacy Commis-
sion. Secondly, he urges the importance ’of what he terms
" Psychiatric Institutions " under State control, to which all
cases should be admitted in the first instance. He thinks

that their civil rights would not be affected by a stay in such
an institution, that the condition of a patient’s health could
be fully investigated and that the early stages of mental
disturbance could be easily checked and cured. This is

rather a sanguine view, but one of the chief advantages
of the institutions would be the opportunities given for

the study of mental disease by those who are intending
to devote themselves to asylum work, and by students
and practitioners in general. At present, the junior medical
officers at asylums have had little or no training
specially bearing on mental diseases, and the scientific

work done in those institutions falls very much short of
what might be accomplished. The idea of a central

institution of the kind proposed by Mr. Heneage is not new.
Mr. Brudenell Carter brought forward a similar scheme
in the London County Council in 1889, and a committee
inquired into it, but there was anything but unanimity
among the medical experts who were called, and the project
unfortunately was not carried out, although there was a
general feeling in favour of some arrangement of the kind.
Mr. Heneage’s other proposals for legislation for habitual

drunkards and for the adoption of a workable scheme

analogous to the Austrian 11 Curatel " system for con-

trolling the property of the insane and habitually intem-
perate have often been referred to in these columns with
approval. Although Mr. Heneage’s suggestions are both
reasonable and desirable they are too general, and he wil
do well to get the assistance of those having practical,
medical, and legal acquaintance with the subject to draw
up detailed plans for carrying them into effect in a form in
which they can be profitably discussed.

THE FRENCH SURGICAL ASSOCIATION.

THE tenth congress of the French Surgical Association
will meet at the Faculty of Medicine in Paris on Monday,
Oct. 19th, 1896. Professor Terrier, member of the Academy
of Medicine, will preside, and the proceedings will commence
at 2 P.M. Two subjects have been selected for discussion at.
the Congress-the Surgical Treatment of Club-foot, intro-
duced by Mons. Forgue of Montpellier; and the Treatment,
of Prolapse occurring in the Genital Tract, introduced by
Mons. Bouilly of Paris. The names of papers intended to.

be read, together with a summary, should be sent by
Aug. 15th at latest to the general secretary, Mons. Lucien,
Picque, Rue de l’Isly, 8, Paris.

AN IMPOSSIBLE JUMP.

MR. J. RITCHIE of Royal Aquarium renown has, like

the late Mr. Barnum, earned world-wide fame by intro-
ducing into his" shows " objects of the " greatest on-
earth " kind. His latest movement in this direction was the-

startling announcement that a lady would jump from a,

hollow wooden tower 40 ft. above the dome of the Royal’
Aquarium on to the solid ground below, a distance of 150 ft.
Such a jump without a fatal result, we need not remind
our readers, is physically impossible, yet the jump (?) was.
successfully accomplished on Saturday night last amidst a,

series of cheers and hisses. This latter kind of reception we
were pleased to hear, because it is a healthy sign that the
public are beginning to disapprove of exhibitions which
are dangerous to life and limb. The risk, however, in the-
present case is little more than, if as much as, the risk
which attaches to rope-walking and trapeze performances.
Without divulging the secret, which is perfectly obvious.
to those in a favoured position, we would suggest that
the manager of the illusion-for practically it is nothing;
more-should take a few lessons from some master of the

prestidigitateur’s art, who would perhaps be able to show
him how to more effectively disguise the mechanism.

THE LACK OF PUBLIC MORTUARIES.

THE question of public mortuaries has been for some time-
a crying one, but is to-day brought forcibly before us by
reports received from widely separated parts of the country-
namely, Brixton, Littlehampton, and Tividale. To be sure

there is a mortuary at the last-named place, but with the
extraordinary fatuity which characterises many public
bodies the authorities have placed it in, or at, the-

infectious diseases hospital, a place absolutely unsuitablE::

we should say for the purpose so long as the practice-
of the jury "viewing the body" is kept up. This was all

very well in the old days; when there were no legally
qualified medical men the "viewers" by their action gave
a sort of certificate of death. But now that there exists-

a body of men charged by the State with the responsible
duty of certifying either the fact of death or the fact that
someone told them that death had occurred, which, by
the way, is no evidence, the gazing at a body by twelve
men selected at haphazard is a foolish and unmeaning bit of
ritual. The Brixton post-mortem examination was held in,
the house where the subject of it had died, and the one at,


